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A uniqueness theorem for Z&quot;-periodic variational problems

V. Bangert

1. Introduction

We consider a variational problem of the following type: Given an integrand
F : Rn X R X Rn —» R which is Z-periodic in the first n + 1 variables we look for
functions u : Rn —&gt; R which minimize J F(jc, w, ux) dx with respect to ail compactly
supported variations of u. Under appropriate growth conditions on F, Moser [9]
succeeds to construct a large set of so-called &quot;minimal solutions without
selfintersections&quot; to this problem. Thèse solutions are natural generalizations of
the affine functions u(x) a • x + u0, a e Rn, which are minima for integrands F
depending on ux only. In particular, Moser&apos;s solutions hâve a uniquely deter-
mined &quot;slope&quot; or &quot;rotation vector&quot; a e R*. For irrational oc thèse minimal
solutions are obtained as limits of minimal solutions with rational slope.

Obviously this procédure leads to a uniqueness problem: To what extent do thèse

limit sets of minimal solutions with irrational slope dépend on the approximating
séquence? Hère we show that for every areR^XQ&quot; this limit set is essentially
unique. Though the problem at hand is elliptic the minimality and the boundary
conditions at infinity allow us to state this uniqueness in a form which is

reminiscent of a 1-dimensional initial value problem:

THEOREM. Suppose à (-oc, 1) e Rn+1 is rationally independent and xoe
Rn. Then for every u0 e R there exists at most one minimal solution u without
selfintersections such that m(jc0) u0 and u has slope a.

From Moser&apos;s work [9] it is known that the set of u0 e U for which such

solution does exist contains at least a Cantor set. For more détails and for the

case that oc is irrational but ôc (-or, 1) is rationally dépendent see Section 5.
For integrands F depending on ux only Moser ([9], Theorem (2.3)) proved

that every minimal solution without selfintersections is affine. This implies the
theorem stated above in this particular case.

In our proof we use Moser&apos;s estimâtes which are based on the délicate

regularity theory for minima of such problems, see e.g. the book by Ladyzhen-
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512 V BANGERT

skaya and Ural&apos;tseva [6]. Apart from this the methods are elementary. They rely
on the interplay of the Zn+1-action and the maximum principle.

Ail this work is inspired by results on the case n 1, in particular by
Hedlund&apos;s investigations [5] on geodesics on a 2-dimensional Riemannian torus
and by Mather&apos;s [7] and Aubry/LeDaeron&apos;s [1] work on invariant subsets of
monotone twist maps. In particular, the uniqueness theorem stated above is due

to Aubry/LeDaeron in the case n 1. For a survey of thèse topics see [10].
A direct generalization of Hedlund&apos;s ideas would consist in considering

hypersurfaces in Rn+1 which are (homotopically or absolutely) area minimizing
with respect to a Z^-periodic Riemannian metric on Rn+1. This entails the
wellknown difficulty that one has to handle parametric hypersurfaces instead of
graphs. For n 2 such generalization to homotopically area minimizing surfaces
is possible and we intend to describe this in a subséquent paper. The starting
point is the work by Freedman/Hass/Scott [3] and Schoen/Yau [11] in which the

periodic case is treated.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we fix the notation and présent

Moser&apos;s variational problem. Section 3 gives a survey of Moser&apos;s results [9]. At
the end of Section 3 we can state our goal in a précise form. In Section 4 we
describe a new approach to the basic invariant, the rotation vector of a minimal
solution without self-intersections. Section 5 contains the statements of our results
which will be proved in Section 6. In Section 7 we indicate some directions for
future research and open problems.

Acknowledgement

I would like to thank Prof. J. Moser (ETH Zurich) whose motivation and
interest inspired me to solve this problem.

2. The variational problem

In this section we describe the setting of the problem which is due to J. Moser
[9]. Moreover we briefly survey the results on partial differential équations that
we need.

The coordinates of a point in R2fï+1 will be denoted by (x, xn+lf p) (x, p)
where xeRn, jcrt+1eR, x (*,xn+1)eRn*1 and peRn. The integrand of our
variational problem is a function FiR^^-^R with the following properties, cf.

[9], (3.1).
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(FO F € C2 e(R2n+1) for some e &gt; 0.

(F2) F is Zrt+1-periodic in x, i.e. F(x + k, p) F(jc, p) for ail k e Zn+1.

(F3) ô |§|2 ^ Eï.v-1 W*&gt; p)^§v ^ ô&quot;1|§|2 for some ô e (0,1).
(F4) \Ftp(x, p)\ ^ c{\ + |p|) and \Frx{x, p)\ ^ c(l + |p|2) for some c &gt;0.

Aecording to (F2) we can consider F as a function on Tn+l x Rw where
rw+1 R&apos;I+1/Zn+1 dénotes the (n + l)-torus. (F3) ensures the ellipticity of the
Euler équation corresponding to F. Obviously (F3) implies that F grows
quadratically in |p|, i.e. there exist &lt;50e (0, 1), co^0 such that

(2.1) ôo\p\2-co^F(x,p)^ôô1\p\2 + co

We want to consider intégrais like

J
F(x, u(x), ux(x)) dx

where Q ç RM is open and u : £?-» R. Aecording to (2.1) it is reasonable to work
in the Sobolev space Wj^(fl) of ail MeL2oc(û) with (distributional) first
derivatives in L2OC{Q). The subspace of ail &lt;f&gt; e Wj^(fi) with compact support will
be denoted by W^2mp(fi).

We are interested in functions u which minimize J F(jc, m, m*) dx in the

foliowing global sensé:

(2.2) DEFINITION. A function MeW^R&quot;) is a minimal solution of the
variational problem with integrand F (briefly: u is minimal) if for ail (p e

f (F(x, u + 4&gt;,ux + (f&gt;x) - F(x, u, ux)) dx^O.

If Q c R&quot; is open we say that u e Wl£(O) is minimal in Q if for ail &lt;f&gt; e W)£mp(Q)

\ (F(x, u + &lt;f&gt;,ux + &lt;f&gt;x) - F(x, u, ux)) dx^O.

Aecording to (F2) we hâve a Zn+^action T on the set of minimal solutions: If
u e Wl£(Rn) and k (kf kn+1) e Zn+1 let Tku e Wl£(Rn) be defined by

(2.3)
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Obviously (F2) implies that T^u is minimal if u is minimal. The action of T^
corresponds to translation of graph (u) by k e Zrt+1. As a conséquence of (F3) and

(F4) every u e Wl£(Q) which is minimal in Q inherits regularity from the

integrand F, i.e. if F € Cl e(R2n+l) and / ^ 2 then u e C %Q).
This regularity resuit is proved in three steps:

First one uses minimality to show Hôlder continuity, in particular local
boundedness of u. For this we only need property (2.1). Then one can use the

regularity theory for bounded solutions of quasi-linear elliptic équations (the
Euler équation of our problem) to obtain u e Cl&gt;e(Q). Hère one uses (F3) and

(F4). Now C1&apos; ^-regularity allows us to reduce the regularity problem to the
wellknown linear case. For détails we refer to the books by Ladyzhenskaya/
Ural&apos;tseva [6] and by Giaquinta [4].

The preceding discussion shows that every minimal solution is a classical

solution of the quasi-linear elliptic Euler équation of our problem. So we hâve the

following maximum principle:

(2.4) LEMMA. Suppose u, v e W\£(Q) are minimal in the connectée, open set

Q c Rn. If u^v then either u v or u&lt;v.

A detailed proof of (2.4) is given in [9], Section 4.

3. Moser&apos;s results

We survey those notions and results from [9] whch are necessary to
understand this paper. For the convenience of the reader we freely weaken or
omit statements from [9].

In the présent noncompact situation the existence of minimal solutions poses a

nontrivial problem. Moser&apos;s work deals with existence and properties of a

distinguished class of minimal solutions which we define below.
Note that C°(Rn) is partially ordered by setting u&lt;v if and only if

u(x) &lt; v(x) for ail x e Rn. The Zrt+1-action (2.3) préserves this order.

(3.1) DEFINITION. A function u e C°(Rn) is said not to hâve selfintersections

if the T-orbit of u is totally ordered, i.e. for ail iceZn+1 we hâve Tfcu&lt;u or
Tau u or Tku &gt; w.

Obviously this condition means that any two translates of graph (u) by integer
vectors are either identical or disjoint. Put differently, the projection of graph (u)
into Tn+1 R/t&quot;H1/Zw+1 does not hâve non-trivial selfintersections.
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(3.2) NOTATION: We let M M(F) dénote the set of minimal solutions
without selfintersections.

EXAMPLE. For the Dirichlet integrand F(x,p) \p\2 the affine functions

u(x) a • x 4- u0, oc e Rn, u0 e R constitute M(F).

This example shows that for n ^ 2 one cannot expect that every minimal solution
does not hâve selfintersections: Every harmonie function on R&quot; which is not affine
is a minimal solution for the Dirichlet integrand and has selfintersections, for
détails cf. [9], Section 2. For n 1, however, minimal solutions (for arbitrary F)
do not hâve selfintersections. This can be deduced from [1], see also [2]. The set

M{F) is thought to be the natural generalization of the set of affine minimal
solutions for the Dirichlet integrand (or, more generally, for integrands only
depending on p).

Now suppose that u e C°(Rn) does not hâve selfintersections. It is not difficult
to show that there exists a unique oc e Rn such that | u (x — a • x\ is bounded. For
reasons to be discussed in Section 4 this a e Rn is called the rotation vector of u.

In particular, M décomposes into the disjoint union

(3.3) M= U Ma
areR&quot;

where Ma dénotes the T-invariant set of those u e M with rotation vector a.
The most important properties of minimal solutions without selfintersections

can be stated as follows, cf. [9], Theorems (2.1) and (3.1):

THEOREM. There exist constants cx and yx such that for ail u e Ma:

(3.4) \u(x +y)~ u(x) - a • y\ ^

(3.5) \ux\c&lt;Yi

Hère cx only dépends on F while yx dépends on F and \a\.

Geometrically (3.4) says that the distance from graph(w) to the affine

hyperplane in Rrt+1 through (0, m(0)) with normal âr (-or, 1) is bounded
uniformly for ail ueM. By (3.5) ail ueMa are Lipschitz with constant yx. (3.5)
has the following conséquence, cf. [9], Corollary (3.3):

(3.6) THEOREM. Every séquence ut with uteMat and both |u,(0)| and \oc\
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bounded contains a subsequence which is ^-convergent on compact sets to some
ueM.

In particular, M and the Ma are closed with respect to C1-convergence on
compact sets.

Now we discuss Moser&apos;s results on the existence of minimal solutions. For

a e Qn set

* {ueMoc\Tku u for ail k e Zn+l with kn+l k • a)

So u e Jia is in M^T if graph (u) is translated into itself by every vector k e Zn+1

orthogonal to ôr (—oc&gt; 1). Hence the projection of graph (u) to Tn+l is an

n-torus representing a prime Z-homology class. Moser&apos;s basic existence resuit

says:

(3.7) THEOREM. For ail aeQnwe hâve MpaCT * 0.

Given a e Rn\Qn we can choose a séquence a, e Qn with lim a, a. Using (3.7),
the T-invariance of JV£T and (3.6) we see that there exist u, e M^ such that a

subsequence of ut converges to some ueM. (3.4) implies u e Maf hence Ma =£0.
For u e Ma, let

i(«)cia
dénote the closure (with respect to (^-convergence on compact sets) of the
T-orbit of u. By the maximum principle (2.4) the set M{u) is totally ordered. It is

not difficult to conclude that for aeRn\Qn the order-preserving Z&quot;+^action Ton
M(u) has a unique minimal set (i.e. a unique smallest closed and non-empty
jf-invariant set) which we dénote by Mrec(u), for détails see Section 4. Thèse

minimal sets are constructed and discussed in [9], Section 6. It is easily proved
that one of the following alternatives is true (a e Rn\Qn, u e Ma):

(3.$) The graphs of the minimal solutions v e MTec(u) form a foliation of R&quot;+1,

i.e. for every x e Rw+1 there exists a unique v e MreQ(u) such that x (x, v(x)).
(3.9) The graphs of the minimal solutions v e Mrec(u) form a lamination of Rn+\
i.e. the order preserving homeomorphism

H:veMr*c(u)-+v(O)eR

maps MTCC(u) onto a (Z-periodic) Cantor set in R.
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Our principal aim is to prove that for ail a e Rrt\Qrt and ail u, v e Ma we hâve

Mrec(u) MTec(v).

4. The rotation vector

We describe an alternative approach to the rotation vector of a nonselfinter-
secting u e C°(Rn) as defined in [9]. This leads to some results on the the T-action
on Ma which will be used in the sequel. One of the advantages of the approach
presented hère is that it generalizes easily to the case of parametric hypersurfaces.

For every u e C°(Rn) we can consider semigroups

and

G_(u) {ke Z&quot;+11 Tku ^ u} -G+(u).

If u does not hâve selfintersections in the sensé of (3.1) we hâve G+(w)U
G_(w) Zn+1. The subgroup

G+(u) H G_(w) {k e ZM+11 Tku u}

cannot hâve rank n + 1 since i • ên+l $ G+(u) n G_(m) for ail *eZ\{0}. Using
thèse facts we will prove:

(4.1) LEMMA. // u e C°(R&quot;) does not hâve selfintersections there exists a

unique â (—a, 1) e Rn+1 such that

{k e Zn+l | k • à&gt;0} c G+(m) c {fc 6 Z&quot;+11 fc

Remark. Alternatively one can characterize â (-ar, 1) by the following
statement which we will mostly use:

(4.2) HiceZ&quot;*1 and k-â&gt;0 then T^u&gt;u.

Note, however, that T^u &gt;u will only imply k - à**0 in gênerai. According to
(4.2) the order of the T-orbit {T^u \ k e Zn+1} is closely related to the order of
the real numbers k • ût, cf. the remarks following (4.7).

From (4.2) one can easily dérive that \u(x) - a • x\ is bounded.
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Proof of (4.1). Let p:Rn+1\{O}-*Sn dénote the radial projection, p(x)
[je]&quot;1 • Je. For a semigroup GcZn+1 let C(G)ç5n dénote the closure of the set

p(G\{0}). Then C(G) is locally convex, i.e. every great-circle segment of length
&lt;jt with endpoints in C(G) is completely contained in C(G). We want to show
that C(G+(u)) is a hémisphère. It is wellknown and easy to prove that a locally
convex subset C of Sn is contained in some hémisphère unless C Sn. Since

C(Zn+1) Sn and G+(u) U (-G+(w)) Zn+1 we hâve

C(G+(u))U(-C(G+(u))) Sn

So either C(G+(u)) is a hémisphère or C(G+(u)) S&quot;. We want to show that the
assumption C(G+(u)) Sn leads to a contradiction:
Since rank (G+(w) fl G_(w)) &lt;n + 1 the set C(G+(u) D G_(w)) is contained in a

great (« — l)-sphere. Let H dénote one of the corresponding open hémisphères.
Since C(G+(u)) Sn there exist linearly independent vectors kt e G+(u), 1 ^ i ^
n + 1, such that p{kt)e H. Dénote the semigroup generated by the kt by
G ç G+(w). Then C(G) has non-empty interior Int (C(G)) ç/f. By our asssump-
tion we hâve C(G-(u)) Sn 3 C(G). Hence there exists fc e G_(w) with p(A:) e

Int (C(G)) ç //. But this implies k E &apos;,£ for rational numbers tt &gt; 0. So there
exists meN such that m^ e G+(w)n G_(w) and p(mk) p(k)eH which con-
tradicts C(G+(w)fl G_(w))fl/f 0. Thus C(G+(w)) is indeed a hémisphère.
Obviously C(G+(u)) contains the coordinate vector ên+1 in its interior. So there
exists a unique à— (—a, l)eRn+1 such that

C(G+(w))= {x eSn \x • ôr^O}

In particular, fceG+(w) implies ^-ar^O. Since G+(w)U (-G+(w)) ZM+1 we
conclude that k - à&gt;0 implies k e G+(u). This proves our claim.

The vector a e Rn is called the rotation vector of u in [9] since its components
at) l^i*zn, are the rotation numbers of the &quot;generalized circle maps&quot; rt which

map the set {u(k) + kn+x \ k e Zn+1} c R onto itself by

rt(u(k) + kn+1) w(fc + et) + fcn+1,

cf. [9], Appendix to Section 2. In this approach property (4.2) corresponds to [9],
Lemma (6.1).

(4.3) DEFINITION. Suppose aeRn\Qnf ueMa and &amp; (-&lt;*, 1). We say
that u can be approximated from above (resp. from below) if

w i
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(resp. if u sup {T^u \ k • à &lt; 0}). If m can be approximated from above or from
below u is called récurrent.

We let MT«C dénote the set of récurrent éléments of Ma, oc e Rn\Qn. For oc e Qn it
is reasonable to define MraC: M^T. We set Mrec \&lt;Ja€RnJQc.

Remarks. 1. If m e J^ then the set

M(u) closure of the T-orbit of u

is totally ordered and every séquence in M(u) which is decreasing (resp.
increasing) and bounded below (resp. above) (^-converges on compact sets, cf.

(2.4) and (3.6). So u can be approximated from above if and only if there exists a

séquence kt e Zn+1 such that kt • àt &gt;0 and T^u C^converges to u on compact
sets.

2. If a e R&quot;\Qn but — a, 1) à is rationally dépendent then our définition
of récurrence is more restrictive than [9], Définition (6.4).

The following lemma implies that for ail a eR&quot;\Qn and ail ueMa the set

Mrec(u): MTecnM(u) is the unique minimal set of the Zn+1-action T on M(u).
This accounts for the term &quot;récurrent&quot;.

(4.4) LEMMA. Suppose aeRn\Qn and ueMa can be approximated from
above (resp. from below). Then for every v e M(u) we hâve

u — inf {Tav \ T^v &gt; u}

(resp. u — sup {T^v \ T^v &lt; u}).

Note. More generally (4.4) holds for ail veMa for which M(v)\JM(u) is

totally ordered.

Proof. Suppose u e Ma can be approximated from below and M(u) U M(v) is

totally ordered. Define v sup {T^v \ T^v &lt;u} and assume v &lt;u. Since M(u) U

M(v) is totally ordered and since u can be approximated from below there exists
fteZw+1 such that h • à &lt; 0 and v&lt; Thu &lt; u. Setting î -Âwe obtain T^v &lt; u
and ic-à&gt;0. But this contradicts the définition of D: If v limT^v with
Tktv ^ v we hâve v &lt; T^+kV &lt; u for ail sufficiently large i e N. So v&lt; u is not
true. Now the définition of v and the maximum principle (2.4) show that v u.

At this stage it is easy to prove that MTec(u) corresponds either to a foliation
(3.8) or to a lamination (3.9) of Rn+l. In the second case H:./«rec(w)-*R,
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H(v) v(0) maps Mrec(u) homeomorphically onto a Cantor set CcR. The

endpoints of intervais in R\C correspond to éléments in Mrec(u) which can be

approximated only from above or only the from below. The - uncountably

many - other éléments of C correspond to minimal solution in Mrec(u) which can
be approximated both from above and from below.

If à is rationally independent (i.e. â-k 0 and keZn+l imply k 0)
&quot;neighboring&quot; récurrent solutions converge to each other for |jt|-»°° (cf. [9],
Section 6):

(4.5) LEMMA. Suppose à (a, — 1) is rationally independent and we hâve

v0, vx e MTGC(u) c Ma such that v{) &lt; vx and there does not exist w e MTCC(u) with

vo&lt;w &lt;vx. Then

(Vf
n

Proof Let o= {(x, xn+l)eRn+l \vo(x)&lt;xn+x&lt;vx(x)}. Then o does not
intersect any of its translates a + î, k e Zn+1\{0}. Hence o projects injectively to
Tn+\ so that voln+1 (a) JR- (vx - v0) dx ^ vol (Tn+Ï) 1.

Récurrent minimal solutions are as periodic as possible:

(4.6) LEMMA. Suppose a e Rn \Qn and u e M™. Then T-ku u for ail k e Zn+i
with k • à 0.

Proof. Suppose u can be approximated from below. If h e Z&quot;+1 and h • à 0

then TfiU^u. Otherwise there would exist keZn+{ with k-à&lt;0 and T^u &lt;

T^u, hence T^-^u &lt; u. This contradicts (h - k) • à —k • à &gt; 0. Replacing h by
—h we obtain T^u w.

The following lemma will be crucial since it allows us to use compactness
arguments in M™c, cf. the proof of (6.4) and (6.6).

(4.7) LEMMA. Suppose a eRM\Q&quot; and u, v eM™c can both be approximated
from below. Let séquences kt e Zn*\ ht e Zn+l be given such that

lim Tku ûy lim T^v v and Thû &lt;uy lim T^û u.

Then we hâve

lim Ta v v.
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Note. An analogous resuit holds if u and v can both be approximated from
above.

Proof. Fix some i e N. Because of T^û &lt;u and lim T%u û we hâve

T(ht+k,)U &lt; u for almost ail j e N. According to (4.6) this implies (ht 4- k,) • à &lt; 0

and hence 7^0 lim,^ T^+fyV ^ v- The séquence (r^î))(0) is easily seen to be

bounded. So, by (3.6), we may assume that T^v converges to some w ^v and we
hâve to prove that w v. If w &lt; v our hypothesis on v says that there exists

k e Zn+1 such that k • ôr &lt; 0 and w &lt; Tkv &lt; v. Now T^w &lt; v implies T^^v &lt;

v for almost ail ïeN. The arguments used above show T^-^ù^u and hence

T{-k)U ^ u. But this contradicts (-k) • à &gt; 0.

Statement and proof of Lemma (4.7) may look somewhat mysterious. For
readers familiar with Denjoy theory the following observation may clarify things:
The map hu : M(u) —» R, hu(û) sup {k - à \ T&amp;l ^ m}, is continuous, non-
decreasing and satisfies hu(Tjfi) hu{û) + k • à. If hu is strictly increasing
(ç&gt;Mrec(u) foliates Rn+1) then hu conjugates the Zn+1-action on M(u) to the
action of Zrt+1 on R given by t e R-&gt;t + k - à. So, if both Mrec(u) and ./#rec(u)
foliate Rn+1 then the actions of Zn+1 on M{u) and M{v) are conjugate, so that
(4.7) is obvious (actually we will later see that in this case M{u) MTec(u)

MTec(v) M(v)). But even in the gênerai case one can use hu and hv to show that
the Z&quot;+1-action on MTec(u) and MTec(v) are similar to a certain extent and this is

precisely the meaning of (4.7).

5. Statement of the results

The most interesting feature of the minimal solutions without selfintersections
is that they are natural generalizations of the affine minimal solutions u(x)
a • x + uQ of a variational problem with integrand F F(p) not depending on x.
Now &quot;how natural&quot; thèse solutions in Maf a e Rw\Qn, really are dépends on an

answer to the following question which remains open in [9].

Is Mrec(u) independent ofue Mal

If the answer is &quot;no&quot; there will be many disjoint minimal sets of type Mrec(u) in
Ma. Thèse will contain functions whose graphs intersect and M*Q will be a very
complicated set unlike the set of affine functions with fixed slope oc. However, this
complicated situation does not occur:

(5.1) THEOREM. For every a e Rn \ Qn the set M? is totally ordered.
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So, as in the case of affine functions of fixed slope, if w, v e MT£C and w(0) &lt; v(0)
then u(x) &lt; v(x) for ail x e Rn. As a simple conséquence of (5.1) the Zn+1-action

on Ma has a unique minimal set:

(5.2) COROLLARY. // a e Rn \Qn and ueMa then Mrec(u) M*\
Proof that (5.1) implies (5.2). According to the note following (4.4) we can

apply (4.4) to ail u, v e M™ since M™° is totally ordered. Hence M*c Mrec(v)
for ail v e M*\ If w e Ma\MT*c and v e MTec(w) then MTec(v) Mrec(w), Hence
M%* Jtrec(w) for ail w e JC

The methods used in the proof of (5.1) easily yield the following stronger
version of (5.1) for generic oc.

(5.3) THEOREM. // à (-a, 1) is rationally independent then Ma is totally
ordered.

To put (5.1)—(5.3) into perspective we compare with the corresponding facts for
Mler :M™c if ae Qn. The analogue of (5.1) is true, cf. [9], Theorem (5.2). This
will also follow from the proof of (5.1). The analogue of (5.2) will not always be

true: The set {u | u(x) oc • x + u0} consists of uncountably many discrète
T-orbits if a e Qn. However, for &quot;generic&quot; F there will only be one T-orbit in
M^x. Finally, Morse&apos;s work [8] shows that for n 1 and a e Q the set Ma will in
gênerai not be totally ordered, cf. also [2], Section 5.

As a simple conséquence of Corollary (5.2) we obtain:

(5.4) COROLLARY. Every récurrent u e MTCC can be approximated by periodic
minimal solutions without selfintersections.

Proof. As always we talk about the topology of (^-convergence on compact
sets. For aeRn\Qn let Ma dénote the set of v e Ma which can be approximated
by periodic solutions in M. Then Ma^0 is closed and invariant under the
Zn+^action. Since MT£C is the unique minimal set of this action restricted to Ma
we hâve M™ c Ma.

6. Proofs of the theorems

We introduce the following abbreviations:
For open sets Q c Rn and u e Wfê(Q) we set

:=f F(xyuyux)dx
Q

D(u, Q) : sup [\{F(x, ut ux) - F(x, u + &lt;f&gt;,ux + &lt;t&gt;x)) dx\(f&gt;e W^
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provided I(u, Q) and D(uf Q) exist as extended real numbers. Obviously
D(u, Q) 0 if u is minimal in Q and D(u, Q)&gt;0 otherwise.

The maximum principle (2.4) implies:

(6.1) LEMMA. // u=£v:Q-*R are minimal in a connectée open set ûçR&quot;

and u(x) v(x) for some x e Q then

D(max (u, v), Q)&gt;0 and D(min (w, v), Q) &gt; 0.

Before we start with the détails we outline the proof of Theorem (5.1): We
assume that u =£ v are in M™0, a e Rn \Q&quot;, and that u(x) v(x) for some x e Rn.

We want to show that this contradicts the minimality of u and v. Lemma (6.1) can
be used to prove this in the spécial case that v &gt; u holds only on a bounded set
B œ Rn. This case is of no particular importance for the rest of the proof but it
can be used to illustrate the gênerai idea and the difficulties that we hâve to
overcome: In this case max (w, v) is a compactly supported variation of u and
min (m, u) is a compactly supported variation of v. Hence the minimality of u and
v implies that for ail connected open sets Q^Ê:

(6 2)
/(min (w, u), Q) I(v, Q) + D(min (w, u), Q)

On the other hand the following équation is true quite generally

(6.3) /(max (m, v), Q) + /(min (m, v), Q) /(w, Q) + I{vy Q)

Obviously (6.2) and (6.3) contradict (6.1).
In gênerai we hâve to cope with the difficulty that every component of the set

{x eRn | u(x)¥^v(x)} might be non-compact. In this case there are two effects
which work against each other and we want to show that the balance is in our
favor:
a) First, and this is favorable, Lemma (6.1) says that we can reduce

/(max (m, v)y Q) and /(min (w, v), Q) by compactly supported variations.
b) However, in order to use the minimality of u and v we hâve to change

max (m, v) resp. min (m, v) so that they coincide with u resp. v outside some
large compact set. This has the négative effect to increase the intégrais on the
left hand sides of (6.2).

We will show that the increase on the left hand side of (6.2) can be estimated
above by const. • rn~A if we change max (m, v) and min (w, v) only outside the bail
fi(0, r) of radius r about 0 6 Rn. On the other hand, a quantitative version of (6.1)
will show that D(max (w, u), B(0, r)) and D(min (m, v)&gt; B(0, r)) can be estimated
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below by ô • rn for r ^ r0 and for some ô &gt; 0. So, for large r &gt; r0 the balance
2ô • rn - const. • r&quot;&quot;1 will be positive and this will contradict the minimality of u
and v.

Now we start with the détails. First note that we may assume that both u and

v can be approximated from below: Since u, v e Mr£c we can approximate u resp.
v by séquences ut resp. vt where ail the ut and vt can be approximated from
below, cf. (4.4). Using the maximum principle we see that graph (ut) D

graph (vt) =£0 if i is large enough. So we can replace u, v by un i/,.
Next we use (4.7) to show that graph (u) D graph (v) is actually a large set:

(6.4) LEMMA. There exists r0 &gt; 0 smc/î f/iaf every bail of radius r^r^ contains a

point x with u(x) v{x).

Proof. Otherwise there exists a séquence of balls B(xn i) where xt e Rn, / e N
such that u - v does not change sign on B(xn i), say u &gt; v on B(xn i). Choose a

séquence kt (*„/,) e Z&quot; XZ such that x, + fc, e [0, 1)&quot; and such that (a sub-

sequence of) T^u and T^v converge, say lim T^u w, lim T^v v. This is

possible by (3.6). Since T^u &gt; T^v on B(xt + fc,, i) we hâve either û v or
û&gt; v. But then (4.4) and (4.7) imply that m u or m &gt;u which contradicts our
hypothesis on u and v.

We need the following semi-continuity property of D(u, Q):
(6.5) LEMMA. Let ûçRn 6e open and bounded and let wt:Q-*R be a

séquence offunctions with uniform Lipschitz constant L. Suppose the wt converge
with their first derivatives almost everywhere to w:£?—»R. Then D(w,Q)^

^, Q).

Proof. By Lebesgue&apos;s theorem on dominated convergence we hâve

I(w, Q) lim I(wnQ)

So it remains to prove that for every &lt;j&gt; e Wl^mp(i2) there exists a séquence

l^ such that

(*) I(w + 0, Q)^ lim sup I(wt + 4&gt;nQ)

We choose ô &gt; 0 such that &lt;p(x) 0 if x e Q and dist (x, dQ) ^ 2&lt;5. There exists a

Lipschitz function A : Q-* [0, 1] such that k{x) 0 if dist (jc, dQ) ^ ô and A(jc) 1

if dist (x, dQ)z*2ô. We set 0,: â(h&gt; -H&gt;f + &lt;j&gt;) so that ^6^ô2mp(S). Since
h&gt; 4- 0, âh&gt; + (1 - A)H&gt;f and A is Lipschitz the wf + &lt;pt converge with their first
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derivatives almost everywhere to w + &lt;f&gt; and the dominated convergence theorem
applies. So

I(w + $, Q) lim I(wt + &lt;/&gt;„ Q)

and this proves (*).

Now we return to uyve M*Q given above and prove a uniform version of
(6.1):

(6.6) LEMMA. There exist e&gt;0 and rt&gt;0 such that for ail xeRn with
u(x) v(x):

Z)(max (uy v)y B(xy rx)) &gt; s and D(min (u, v), B{x, rx)) &gt; e

Proof. We use a similar argument as in the proof of (6.4). If (6.6) is not true
there exists a séquence xt e Rn such that u(xt) v(xt) and, e.g.,

lim (£&gt;(max (w, u), B(xn /))) 0

We choose a séquence kt {kn jt) e Zn x Z such that y, xt + kt e [0, l)n and such

that (a subsequence of) Tau, T^v converge, say lim T^u û, lim T^v v. By
Z&quot;+^invariance (F2) we hâve

(*) lim D(max (T-kuy Tkv)y B{yn i)) 0

By (3.5) we know that the séquence max (T^u, T^v) is uniformly Lipschitz
continuous. It is easy to see that max(Tku, T%v) converges together with the
first derivatives almost everywhere to max (w, v).

So (6.5) and (*) imply

D(max(w, v)y B(0y r)) 0

for ail r &gt; 0. Since û and v coincide at every accumulation point of the séquence
yt Lemma (6.1) yields û — v. As in (6.4) we can use (4.4) and (4.7) to conclude
that m v, contrary to our hypothesis.

Lemmas (6.4) and (6.6) combine to complète the first part of the proof of
(5.1):

(6.7) LEMMA. There exist ô&gt;0 and r2 &gt; 0 such that for ail r ^ r2:

D(max (m, u), B(0, r)) &gt; ô • rn and D(min (u, t/), B(0, r)) &gt; ô • r&quot;.
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We prove the first inequality: According to (6.4) and (6.6) there exists a constant
c c(n, r0, rl)&gt;0 such that for every r^r2: r0 + rx the bail B(0, r) contains at

least c • rn disjoint balls of radius rx such that u and v coincide at the centers of
thèse balls. Now our claim follows from (6.6) with r2 r0 + rx and ô e • c.

In the second and last part of the proof of (5.1) we construct functions
w?&gt; w~ e Wl£(Rn) which coincide with max (w, v) resp. min (m, v) on Z?(0, r) and

with u resp. v outside some compact set. If we can achieve this so that there exists

A &gt; 0 such that for ail r ^ 1

hv+, K+),) - F(x, u,

and

f

our proof will easily be completed. Hère is the gênerai construction of such wf:

(6.8) LEMMA. Let wlt w2:Rn—»R /iflue Lipschitz constant L and suppose
0 ^ w2 - wx ^ C. T/ien /or allr^X there exists w : Rn -^ R swc/i rAar

(a) w w Lipschitz with constant 2L + 1,

(b) w | B(0, r) ^ | B(0, r),
(c) w h^ outside some compact set,

(d) voln ({jc eRn\\x\^r and w(x) * w^x)}) ^ (1 + C)&quot;&quot;1 Jafl(0(r) (w2 - wx) do

Hère dcr dénotes the volume élément of Sn~\r) 3S(0, r).

Proo/. We define w | B(0, r) : w2 \ B(0, r) so that (b) is satisfied. To define w
outside B(0, r) let xt : (t + r)jc/|;c| be the radial Une starting at x0 r(*/|jt|) and

parameterized by arclength. We define for x =£0, t ^=0:

w(xt) : max {h&gt;2(*0) - (^ + 1)^&gt; ^(^))

Since the radial lines are orthogonal to 32?(0, r) one easily proves that w is

Lipschitz with constant 2L + 1. Since wx has Lipschitz constant L we hâve

and hence
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Since w2 — wx ^ C the fonctions w and wx coincide outside B(0, r + C). Moreover,
|*| ^ r and w(x) # w^jc) imply

Now intégration in polar coordinates and a simple estimate yield (d).
As a simple conséquence of (6.8) we obtain:

(6.9) LEMMA. Under the hypothèses of (6.8) there exists a constant Â
Â(n, C, L, F), independent of r, such that:

I f (F(x, wy wx) - F(x, w,, (iv,),)) djc ^ Â f (w2 - wO da
MR&quot;\B(O,r) •&apos;35(0,r)

e. We obtain the same estimate with wx replaced by w2 if we require w to
coincide with wx on fî(0, r) and with w2 outside some compact set.

Proof Since F(xy vv(jc), vv^jc)) and F{xy wx(x), (^^(jc)) are uniformly
bounded for ail x e Rn our claim follows from (6.8)(d).

Finally, we complète the proof of (5.1): For given r&gt;l we apply (6.9) to
(w, v) and obtain w :w?. If we write &gt;v^ w + 0^&quot; then, by

(6.8)(a) and (c), tf e WlJmp(Rn) and u + &lt;/&gt;? max (m, v) on B(0, r), by
(6.8)(b). Moser&apos;s estimâtes (3.4) and (3.5) show that the assumptions on wx u
and w2 - max (w, v) are satisfied. Hence (6.9) implies that there exists A &gt;0 such

that for ail r^l:

(F(x, u + &lt;pî, (u + 4&gt;t)x) - F(xf u, ux)) dx ^A
\jRn\B(O,r)

If 0 e W^2mp(Rrt) and ficRnwe abbreviate

A(u, &lt;}&gt;, Q) := f (F(jc, u + 0, (u + 0),) - F(jc, w, Mjc)) di
JQ

So the inequality above takes the form

(6.10) \A(u, &lt;t&gt;î, Rn - B(0, r)

n-l
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Similarly there exists &lt;f&gt;7 € WlompÇR&quot;) such that v + (j&gt;~ min (m, i/) on B(0, r)
and

(6.10)&apos; |4(v, tf&gt;7, R&quot;\B(0, r))| ^ A • r&quot;&quot;1

On the other hand (6.3) implies

(6.11) I(u + &lt;t&gt;ï, 5(0, r)) + I(v + 4&gt;7, B(0, r)) /(u, fl(0, r)) + /(v, Z?(0, r))

Adding (6.10), (6.10)&apos; and (6.11) we obtain

(6.12) \A(u, &lt;t&gt;ï, Rn) + A(v, 4&gt;7, Rn)\^2A • rn~\

On fi(0, r) we hâve u + (/&gt;? max (w, u), v + (f&gt;~ min (w, u) so that (6.7)
implies for ail r^r2:

(6.13) D(m + 0r+, fi(0, r)) + D(v + fr, B(0, r)) &amp; 2ô • r\

Now (6.13) says that by compactly supported variations of u + &lt;/&gt;? and v + 0r~ we
can reduce the corresponding intégrais by ô - rn while (6.12) says that the sum of
thèse intégrais exceeds the sum of the intégrais for u and v by at most 24 • rn~x.

So, if r &gt;max {A/ô, r2} we find compactly supported variations of u and v such

that the sum of their intégrais is reduced. This contradicts our hypothesis that
both u and v are minimal and completess the proof of (5.1).

Finally we présent a proof for Theorem (5.3): If ôc is rationally independent
then Ma is totally ordered.

We argue by contradiction. In view of (5.1) we are left with the case that
u € Ma\Mrac and v eMa côincide for some x e Rw, but u # v. We set

u&quot; : sup {û e MTCC(u) \û&lt;u)

Since u i MTec(u) we hâve u~ &lt; u &lt; u* and, by (4.5),

(6.14) f (ii+-iT

We want to show that we may assume that u~ &lt; v &lt; u+. According to (5.1) this is

true if u € M^. If v e Ma\M™c and v(y) u~(y) for some y e Rn the preceding
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arguments can be used with u replacée! by v and v replacée by w~. But u~ €MT£C,

hence v~ &lt;u~ &lt;v+. So we obtain the same situation as above, i.e. we may
assume u~&lt;v &lt;u+ right away.

Now our argument is similar to the proof of (5.1), but simpler: By (6.1) there
exist e &gt; 0 and r0 &gt; 0 such that for

(6.15) D(max (w, v)y B(0, r)) &gt; e and D(min (w, v), B(0, r)) &gt; e.

On the other hand (6.14) and u~ &lt;u&lt;u+, u~&lt;v&lt;u* imply

(max (u, v) — u) dx ^ 1

J(v — min (u, v)) dx^l
Rn

Hence there exists a séquence r,-»», rt ^ 1, such that

e* : I (max (m, u) — w) do
JdB(O,r,)

and

£~ :
I (v — min (w, u)) da

both converge to 0. Now we apply (6.9) with w^: max(w, v), w1: u and r: rt

and obtain 0,+ e W^2mp(R&apos;t) such that u -h 0,+ max (u, t;) on 5(0, r,) and

(6.16) \A(u9 &lt;t&gt;îf Rn\B(0, rf))|

Similarly there exists 0f e W^2mP(R&apos;1) such that v + &lt;fc~ min (m, u) on B(0, r,)
and

(6.16)&apos; |A(u, 0r, R&quot;\B(0, rf))|

If we choose i so large that r,*?r0 and Â{e^ -\- e~)&lt;2e then (6.15), (6.16) and
(6.16)&apos; contradict our hypothesis that u and v are minimal.

7. Concluding remarks

For rationally independent ôr (-or, 1) eR&quot;+1 Theorem (5.3) provides a

qualitative description of Ma which is as complète as we can reasonably expect it
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to be: Ma is totally ordered, i.e. the graphs of fonctions in Ma laminate Rn+1. The
éléments of M** are those which can be approximated (with respect to
C^-convergence on compact sets) by their own translates (and hence by translates
of any v e Ma). Either the graphs of fonctions in M™ foliate R**1 or they form a
Cantor set. In the second case neighboring éléments u~ &lt; u+ in MT*C satisfy

L
Any ueMa\Mr£c détermines two neighboring éléments u~

u~ &lt;u&lt;u*. Itis not difficult to show that for given rationally independent à we
will hâve Ma MT*C for &quot;generic&quot; integrands F.

Theorem (5.1) and Lemma (4.6) give a similarly complète picture for MT«C if
aeRn\Qn and à (-a, 1) is not necessarily rationally independent. For or e Q&quot;

Moser&apos;s results [9], (5.2)-(5.4) answer the basic qualitative questions for
MJ^T JQC. Contrary to the rationally independent case, however, we do not
generically hâve Ma M*c in thèse cases. This can be proved by considering
limits of séquences u(eMai where the àl {—at, 1) are rationally independent
while à lim ât is rationally dépendent. The interesting structure of Ma for n 1

and a e Q, cf. [2], Section 5, indicates that it is worthwhile to study Ma\Mr£c in
the case n &gt; 1. This is one of the subjects of a forthcoming paper. A related

problem is the following:
The discussion following (3.2) shows that for n &gt; 1 the set M can be properly

contained in the set of ail minimal solutions. Now it is désirable to characterize M
by properties which are weaker than the condition &quot;no selfintersections&quot;. In
analogy to the Liouville theorem for harmonie fonctions one might ask if not

every minimal solution u with linear growth (i.e. |a(jt)|^C(|x| +1) for some
C&gt;0) is in M, i.e. does not hâve selfintersections. A weaker conjecture is that a

minimal solution u is in M if \u(x) - oc • x\ is bounded for some a e Rn. Actually
this is true if à (—a, 1) is rationally independent but it is an open question as

soon as
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